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With the help of George, the seven monster boss stood up again, and subconsciously
raised his eyes to glance at the young man.

His skin is fair and his figure is thin, but he can see that Kong Wu is strong and muscular,
and the young man in front of him is pretty long.

Especially in those eyes, there is a kind of calmness, and a kind of innocence and
unspeakable evil.

Such a weird but attractive eyes made the seven monsters boss look at it a few more
times.

“Fcuk, turtle grandson, are you just this capable, can you only hide?”

However, the boss of the seven monsters who suffered a big loss , how could he just
admit it. After getting up, he turned and directly attacked Chen Shimin. Past.

This guy is indeed worthy of being the leader of the seven monsters. Although he looks
strange and ugly, his skill is extremely deep and his speed is very fast. He just turned
around, and in an instant, he walked quickly and rushed towards Chen Shimin.

“Small bugs!” Faced with the menacing boss of the Seven Monsters, Chen Shimin didn’t
panic at all. He shook his fan and relaxed.

The boss of the seven monsters caused by this was immediately raged, and after a roar,
he immediately accelerated his speed.

But just when the boss of the seven monsters was about to hit Chen Shimin, he only
saw him close the folding fan and mention it, and then a boss of the seven monsters
who rushed up sideways, slapped his arm with the folding fan, and the other hand
suddenly secretly pressed hard. Take a pat on the belly of the seven monster boss.

boom!

The seemingly aggressive boss of the Seven Monsters suddenly felt like he had hit
some cotton. The huge rebounding force made his body directly unable to withstand
flying out.

squeak! !

With this flight, he flew to George’s table again, and the table hitting him continuously
shifted and made a creaking sound.



Bang bang bang!

On the table, tea cups and bowls also ding dong.

But obviously, this kind of noise was only a single moment. When George gently put his
hand on the table, the entire swaying table suddenly returned to normal.

“I’m sorry, brothers.” The boss of the seven monsters turned his head, enduring the pain,
and quickly helped George sort out the tableware on the table, and said with a smile on
his face.

George smiled lightly and waved his hand to indicate that it was okay. In his hand, he
played with the chopsticks in his hand and used a fulcrum to gently fiddle with the bowl
in front of him.

Seeing George flicked his hand gently, the bowl instantly returned to its original position.

The seven monster boss didn’t pay much attention to George’s action, but George’s
ordinary gameplay made it extremely smooth, which really made the seven monster
boss watch intently.

After the performance, George smiled softly and withdrew his hand.

The boss of the Seven Monsters had finished watching, roared angrily, and rushed over
again.

The Jiangbei Qiwei, the strength is not so superior in the arena, but because the seven
people have complementary abilities and each have their own specialties, combined
with the stalking, the mad dog spirit of never giving up makes many people annoying.
The reputation is also very great.

But this time, in addition to being reckless, the boss of the Seven Monsters had an extra
heart, and he was wary of being attacked by Chen Shimin again.

But even so, after the seven monsters rushed past, Chen Shimin still made a few quick
flashes, followed by another shot.

The boss of the Seven Monsters suddenly felt the power rebound again, but the scene
of George just flipping the bowl with his chopsticks suddenly came to mind.

“I see, this turtle and grandson used four or two sets of gold to play with me.”

Thinking of this, the seven monster boss also suddenly woke up, and followed Chen
Shimin’s fan with a flick, moving in the opposite direction.

With a bang, Chen Shimin took a few steps back in an instant.



However, this guy did have some abilities. He adjusted his figure quickly, and when the
seven monster boss was happy, he kicked directly on the seven monster boss’s leg.

The upper body of the seven monsters boss is not weak, but the bottom plate is the
most unstable. In addition, Chen Shimin is happy to retreat and is taken lightly, and
Chen Shimin kicks him directly again.

boom!

The figure of the boss of the Seven Monsters suddenly retreated and hit George’s table
again.

“Thank you!” Almost subconsciously and numbly, the boss of the seven monsters turned
his head and smiled at George.

George just held the table with one hand and shook his head, but made a quick
movement with the other hand.

The boss of the Seven Monsters was dumbfounded, but the next second, he instantly
understood.

Without thinking about it, the boss of the seven monsters rushed up and suddenly made
a very strange action in his hand. Although Chen Shimin intended to attack his bottom
plate, the offensive of the boss of the seven monsters was too fierce.

Stealing chickens can’t throw away rice, but the boss of the seven monsters hits the
chest directly, and he takes a few steps back.

Chen Shimin’s brows suddenly frowned, and he naturally heard about the abilities of the
Jiangbei Seven Monsters, but the seven monster boss’s weird attacking moves were
obviously not created by him himself.

At this moment, Chen Shimin’s eyes suddenly became cold, and his eyes stared at
George.

The posture of the boss of the seven monsters is now the same as that of the guy who
just made gestures on the table? !

Thinking of this, Chen Shimin gritted his teeth and moved his hands quickly, and then
suddenly shook him back with the help of the seven monster boss’s flaws.

boom!

The one-sided of George at the Seven Monsters Old University, Chen Shimin’s sudden
change of tactics naturally didn’t know how to deal with it. He tilted and slammed back.

George smiled softly, and gently pressed one hand against the waist of the boss of the
seven monsters. The boss of the seven monsters thought that he would hit the table



again, but he didn’t expect it to be like a huge backing behind him. Not only did he not
expect it. , On the contrary, the battle was stabilized in a moment of ease.

Immediately afterwards, before he could reflect, he was suddenly kicked on his foot, and
a strange force came from his whole body to force him to rush forward.

boom!

It seemed that the seven monster boss was panicked, and he rushed over this time that
he didn’t expect, but Chen Shimin frowned.

This rushing posture is too weird. This guy should have an unstable bottom plate and
insufficient footwork, but at this time, he has a strange step and a weird footwork.

After parrying several strokes one after another, Chen Shimin suddenly staggered back
a few steps.

“You!” Chen Shimin looked at George behind him with fire in his eyes.

Strictly, his whole body was forced to use spiritual power, and then he barely directly
shook the seven monster boss away again.

“Huo!”

Seeing that the seven monster boss was shaken away again, the onlookers were all
amazed at Chen Shimin’s ability.

The corner of Chen Shimin’s mouth cracked slightly, his face showed a disdainful sneer,
his hands suddenly secretly used force, and he took the opportunity to think next to the
seven monsters boss, and then, secretly slapped his hand directly on the seven monster
boss.

This time, Chen Shimin deliberately attacked the boss of the Seven Monsters on
George’s table, and the purpose was naturally to teach George, who did not know good
or bad, quietly helped the boss of the Seven Monsters behind him.

This collision must not be light.
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Boom!

Obviously, this dark energy is very strong. The seven monster boss wanted to use his
feet to stabilize his figure, but as soon as Nai Hejia tried to exert force, the strong
backing force instantly cracked the ground, tight, the seven monster boss As if being
lifted by someone, he flew directly and uncontrollably to the table of George.



After this flight, according to Chen Shimin’s estimation, at least the person who hit
George could be turned upside down, and the table broke and hurt. After all, he used
extremely strong dark power and the skill of leveraging strength was also very mature.

It’s just that this trick is too funny for George.

Accompanied by the body of the seven monster boss flying across, many people
opened their mouths in surprise at this moment, and some even closed their eyes
unbearably.

The other six monsters were even more anxious, and stood up from their seats one by
one, but obviously they wanted to help the boss of the seven monsters, and it was too
late.

But… the

boss of the Seven Monsters, who seemed to be extremely powerful, didn’t smash
George’s place to pieces, but was quiet, without making any movement.

Faced with the boss of the Seven Monsters, George didn’t even panic at all. He gently
served the tea on the table, and then took a sip slowly. After drinking, he put the bowl on
the table and picked it up. Teapot, slowly pour the water again.

But because of this action, George raised his elbow slightly.

But also because of this arm axis, the body of the seven monster boss suddenly hit it,
and the powerful impulse suddenly disappeared, and the final inertia of the seven
monster boss staggered to the side with the elbow. , But was held tightly by George.

At this time, George raised the poured tea with his other hand, then gently raised it to
drink.

The whole action was light and clear, and there was no panic at all, and it was more like
two people fighting alone who didn’t care about the whole restaurant at this time.

“D@mn, this…”

“That’s OK?”

“Who is this young man?”

“According to this strength, the big cake sky of the seven monsters is bound to be
blooming on all sides, but this guy is easy to land. It’s

unbelievable, isn’t it?” “There’s something in the head of the Seven Monsters. Isn’t it
normal.”



“No, Big Cake Sky is obviously already flying. It’s impossible to control yourself so
perfectly, as if… It’s the young man sitting next to him drinking tea.”

“That’s what I said, it’s all like this, the young man is drinking tea calmly, so calm, looks
like a master.”

“Unfortunately, I can’t see what this guy looks like.” People

around were talking about it, but because George was drinking tea with his arm raised,
and his arm was covering his face, many people couldn’t see his appearance at all.

“It should be a master. Just the appearance of Yuxuanang is definitely not something
ordinary people can do.”

“Yes, I agree with this statement.” The

other six monsters also naturally focused their eyes on George at this time . Qianna,
especially the only two women among the Seven Monsters, looked curiously at George
who raised his hand to drink tea.

As a result, the six monsters know the strength of the big brother better than anyone
else. Naturally, he knows that the strength of the big brother can never be under such an
impact, so perfect, and stand up like a okay person. Therefore, it is obvious that there
must be someone else. Help is naturally grateful.

Secondly, I heard that it is a young man, and men are naturally curious about who is
coming out in large numbers, while women naturally want to know whether this hero
looks good or not.

However, George’s actions are destined to disappoint them.

“Oh, sister, don’t be depressed. Just looking at this person’s figure and temperament, it
should not be bad.” At this time, the woman in green, Liu Sha, the sixth member of the
Jiangbei Seven Monsters, saw that Qimei Ziqing’s face was not happy, and hurried.
Persuade.

Zi Qing nodded, but quickly shook her head, muttering her face with a small mouth.
When she once looked at George, there was a hint of surprise that flashed quickly, but
more of it was concealed by lack of interest.

The girl had a dream, and all in her dream were the heroic George in that battle between
gods and demons, how could he be replaced by others.

But at this time, Chen Shimin on the side gritted his teeth angrily.

When I came out to show off, I wanted to shout and admire everyone, but what I never
expected was that I was hungry for a while, but the limelight was robbed by the young
man.



The most hateful thing is that Ziqing, the super beauty, was also attracted by him, which
made Chen Shimin totally unacceptable.

After biting his teeth, Chen Shimin smiled coldly, looking at George and said, “I said that
this big cake sky suddenly changed a little bit. It turned out that someone was pointing
from behind, which is kind of interesting.”

“Hmph, brat, come out .” Hunjianghu, haven’t your parents taught you to be innocent?
You even dare to take care of my son’s business? Do you know who my son is?” The
dog leg next to him saw his master talking, and immediately followed him and directed at
George. The barking dog barked, his arrogant appearance, almost like the strongest in
the world.

At this time, George, who was drinking tea, snapped, and the cup in his hand was
suddenly squeezed!
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slap!

As the cup in his hand shattered, the tea in the cup did not flow smoothly. Instead, it
turned into green smoke and evaporated out of thin air.

Mo Yang and the others heard someone scolding George like this, and were about to
get up to fight the opponent, but when they saw George at this time, they couldn’t help
but feel cold.

George gritted his teeth and frowned.

Obviously, whether to suppress George or humiliate George, George would naturally
not care about these people.

How can a dragon be as knowledgeable as an earthworm?

But beating people is not slapped in the face, and cursing is inferior to parents.

“Oh, what? You’re still trying to force it? Stinky boy, quickly apologize to my son, do you
know who my son is? Huh?”

“This is the future head of Tianji Palace, George’s eldest brother, if you are If you know
you, kneel down immediately.”

Doglegs saw this, and naturally thought that George was afraid, and he became even
more arrogant and domineering at this time.

Chen Shimin on the side also obviously misjudged the situation, and proudly turned his
head aside, waiting for George’s apology.



“You said you are George’s eldest brother, did George agree?” At this time, George put
down his hands slightly and stood up slowly.

Even though George didn’t do anything, the cold aura on his body spread all over his
surroundings in an instant, and people couldn’t help but suddenly felt extremely cold.

Dao Twelve and Mo Yang also felt as if they had walked into an ice cave, but they were
not afraid, and could not help but look at each other and smile, because they knew very
well that someone provokes someone who shouldn’t be offended, and now someone is
going to suffer!

“Fcuk you, are you a stupid dog? George is my elder brother’s younger brother, and he
still needs his consent? You got kicked in the head by a donkey, right?”

“Hahahahaha!” As

soon as he said this, many Chen Shimin behind him The thugs couldn’t help roaring with
laughter.

“Oh, my little brother, George is dead, so

why is George agreeing or disagreeing.” “As I see it, you should apologize to them
quickly, it is better to have less of it.

” Yes, young people shouldn’t be too arrogant, so as not to cause unnecessary trouble.”

Next to them, hearing the ridicule of those people, some people couldn’t help but
persuade Georgedao.

George’s face was cold, just quietly looking at Chen Shimin and the others who were
laughing wildly, the next second, he gently lifted his hands.

“Huh!”

“Bang!” A

streamer slid directly from between his fingers, and rushed towards Chen Shimin on the
opposite side at a very fast speed.

Although George is like beating a child with only a little effort, for Chen Shimin and
others, it is still strong enough, so strong that they can’t even see the shape of the
streamer. Chen Shimin totally relies on it. Feeling, aware of a very powerful energy
coming.

He almost subconsciously flashed.

boom!



The streamer passed through, and the dozen or so thugs behind him didn’t even reflect
what was going on. They were directly uprooted by a strange force like being pushed by
a train, rammed behind him, and smashed dozens of tables one after another. Later,
with a muffled noise, all of them hit the wall and then stopped.

At this time, there were countless cracks in the wall immediately after experiencing this
collision.

“This…”

Someone quickly wiped his eyes, without seeing exactly what happened just now.

Why did Chen Shimin dump a large piece of it all at once? !

Ziqing and Liu Sha couldn’t help but look sideways, looking at George not far away in
disbelief.

“Fcuk, you ba5tard. Tigers don’t show off, you treat me as a sick cat, I tell you, this is
what you asked for.” As soon as the voice fell, Chen Shimin folded his fan angrily,
accelerated suddenly, and went straight. Rushed towards George.

Chen Shimin’s body is very fast, and the energy in his hands is also very powerful.

Previously, he might just have a play mentality against the head of the seven monsters,
but now, for him, George is irritating him. At the same time, he must also find face, so
naturally he is not at all in the hands. Be merciful.

It’s just… It’s just that he and George are compared, is it important to stay unsparing? !

Even though his posture was fierce and his energy was full, he seemed to be alive and
powerful, and everyone next to him was shocked. Some people even saw him showing
his true strength and even believed that he was George’s eldest brother.

But…

so what? !

“Bang!”

Chen Shimin didn’t even have a chance to get close to George. In the next second, he
felt that his eyes suddenly turned black, and he was so tight that a mountain of Buddha
suddenly hit him.

There was a loud noise, and immediately afterwards, the whole body was directly
smashed out.

boom!



Under his bombardment, a table suddenly shattered into scraps. Chen Shimin struggled
to get up quickly, but when he was about to stand up, his body couldn’t stand it and he
just half-kneeled on the ground.

“You! You! You! You Fcuking, you dare to beat my son, Fcuk, you are not dead, right?
There is a kind, there is a kind of you to give your name.”

The doggie quickly scared the courage, but Still guarding Chen Shimin’s side, scared
George.

“Do you want to know my name?” George stopped slightly.
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